Clothing and Textile Knowledge Practice Test

Fibers:
Write the letter of the correct description next to the fiber name.

1) ___Nylon A) Natural fiber that is easy to dye and may shrink slightly in the wash
2) ___Acrylic B) Natural fiber that is strong and light, and usually dry cleaned
3) ___Rayon C) Manmade fiber that is soft and may form "-pills"
4) ___Cotton D) Manmade fiber that is easy to dye and is washed at low temperatures
5) ___Silk E) Manmade fiber that dyes well and wrinkles easily

Parts of a sewing machine:
Label the numbered parts of the sewing machine on the lines below.

1) ___________________________
2) ___________________________
3) ___________________________
4) ___________________________
5) ___________________________
Laundry symbols:

Based on these symbols from the garment care tag, what is the care of this garment?

Blue Jeans
(Cotton/Polyester/Spandex)

_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________

Color Theory

True or false:
1) ________  Red, Orange and Blue are primary colors
2) ________  Grey is a neutral color
3) ________  Violet (purple) is made up of Red and Blue
4) ________  Green, Yellow green and Yellow are analogous colors
5) ________  Yellow is made up of the colors Orange and Red

Tools

Multiple choice:

1-  This tool is used to temporarily hold two or more pieces of fabric together
   A) Chalk
   B) Pins
   C) Bobbins
   D) Needles

2-  This is a guide containing steps to make a garment
   A) Thimble
   B) Needle threader
   C) Sewing gauge
   D) Pattern

3-  This tool protects your fingers when you sew by hand
   A) Thimble
   B) Sewing gauge
   C) Thread
   D) Rotary cutter
4- This tool is used to get a straight cut on fabric
A) Thread cutter
B) Tape measure
C) Safety pins
D) Rotary cutter

Pattern Symbols

Write the letter of the correct description next to the number that corresponds to the correct symbol on the picture.

1)___ A) Mark the fabric here to help match garment pieces to each other when sewing
2)___ B) Align folded edge of fabric here, do not cut
3)___ C) Cut a notch in the fabric here to help match garment pieces to each other when sewing
4)___ D) Where to alter the length of the garment piece
Basic Hand Stitches:

Multiple choice

This stitch is the

A) Overhand stitch
B) Running stitch
C) Backstitch
Clothing and Textile Knowledge Practice Test - Answers

**Fibers:**
1) _D_ Nylon  
2) _C_ Acrylic  
3) _E_ Rayon  
4) _A_ Cotton  
5) _B_ Silk

**Parts of a sewing machine:**
1) Bobbin____________________  
2) Reverse Lever______________  
3) Presser foot________________  
4) Feed dog__________________  
5) Foot pedal__________________

**Laundry symbols:**
Machine wash with cold water, non chlorine bleach only, tumble dry low heat, iron low heat

**Color Theory**
1) False___  
2) True____  
3) True____  
4) True____  
5) False___

**Tools**
1- B  
2- D  
3- A  
4- D

**Pattern Symbols**
1) _C_  
2) _A_  
3) _D_  
4) _B_

**Basic Hand Stitches**
1- B